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Classification of the work schedule

Shift-based work schedule Task-based work schedule

Two-Shifts(Ward /Nursing 
Care)

Child Care

Three-Shifts(Regular 
Rotation）

Part Time

Scheduling Benchmarks Hall/Call Center

Factory’s fixed shifts

INRC-2

■Work schedules can be categorized into two types: shift work schedules, which are 

mainly sequences that span more than two days, and task work schedules, which 

assign multiple tasks (tasks) to a single day.
■There is also a mixed type of work schedule that consists of a sequence shift of 2 

days or more and 2 or more tasks.

＊Scheduling Benchmarks and INRC-2 are academic benchmarking sites, respectively.

http://www.schedulingbenchmarks.org/nrp/
https://mobiz.vives.be/inrc2/
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Document Structure

■Video Tutorial

Dr. Planning is an example of  using the software, solving a problem from scratch. 

■Shift Tutorial

We'll use actual examples to give you an overview of how to use it. Please follow along 

with your hands as you go through the process.

■User manual

This manual explains the usage method for each item. Please refer to the necessary 

sections. 

■Advanced user manual

Under Construction. 

■ Python3_Constraint Programming Tutorial/Manual

This is a programming manual for more advanced users.

https://youtu.be/pHYFd5IE0U0
https://www.nurse-scheduling-software.com/tutorial/schedule_nurse3/shift_tutorial/schedule_nurse3_shift_tutorial_en.html
https://www.nurse-scheduling-software.com/publications/python3_constraint_programming_manual.pdf
https://www.nurse-scheduling-software.com/tutorial/schedule_nurse3/python_manual/python3_constraint_programming_manual_en.html
https://www.nurse-scheduling-software.com/tutorial/schedule_nurse3/python_manual_en/python3_constraint_programming_tutorial_en.html
https://www.nurse-scheduling-software.com/tutorial/schedule_nurse3/python_manual/python3_constraint_programming_manual_en.html
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File Menu

■Open Project loads a project in a folder.

■Save is an overwrite save of the current project.

■Save as is a copy of the file in a different folder or make a copy with a different 

name.
■Exit terminates the software, schedule nurse Ⅲ.

■Open Project from Github loads a project from Github.
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Save as

■Enter the filename to save.

■.nurse3 is an extension for the project. 

■test/test.nurse3 Either can be used in the example below.
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Load from Github

■Double-clicking the project loads the project.

■Open Selected Project loads the project selected.
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Three Elements of Constraints

■For any constraint, the following three elements need to be specified. Below, we'll 

look at how to specify the set elements.

Day Set

Shift Set

Staff Set

Constraint

Settings
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Staff

■Click Settings → Staff Definitions.
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Editing staff names

■Click a staff member's name. Then you will see a color indicating that you have 

selected. You can't edit cells by keyboard at this stage because they are still in the cell 

selection stage.

By right-clicking, a menu 

like the one below will 

appear, allowing you to 

perform each operation.

For example, you can 

copy and paste a list of 

staff members from 

Excel.
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Editing in Cells

■Click again or double-click to enter edit mode in a cell。

If you cannot enter 

cell edit mode, click 

on another cell and 

then click again.
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Moving the Staff Cell

Click here to select a row.
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Drag & Drop Staff Cells

Click again, and a bar will appear.

Click and drag the bar to the destination.
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Applying the staff name

■If you uncheck the checkbox, the staff member becomes not effective.

After editing, you 

can click on the Set

button to apply the 

staff name table 

changes.

Please note that the 

changes will not be 

valid unless you 

click on the Set

button.
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Group Definition

■The first line “A member in All” is included from the beginning. Please do not delete 

it.
■The second line onwards is what you have added.

■It contains the name of the attribute and the names of the members who belong to 

that attribute (Ward Manager, Ward Sister..) 

You can set up the member names as you like, but you cannot duplicate them. If you 

click the Set button, the name will be valid in the staff definition.
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Describe the attributes of each staff member

■The items you set up in the group definition will appear in the order of definition, 

and you can set the relevant attributes for each staff member.
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Group Set

■We describe here the staff set required by the constraints.

■When you click on the name of a group set name, the corresponding staff member is 

displayed below. You can ensure your operation is correct.
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Shifts for each staff member

■On the Shifts per Staff page, uncheck the box for impossible shifts per staff member. 

■When a new staff member is defined, they will all start On state. Only uncheck and 

use it if the team and shifts are relatively fixed. 
■We do not recommend using this in workplaces where shifts change from month to 

month.
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Day Set

You will see the following by clicking on Settings → Day Definitions → 
Scheduling Period.
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Scheduling Period

■The StartDate and FinishDate are mandatory.

■StartDisplayDate does not need to be specified if not required.

Selecting the date in 

the calendar and 

clicking the Set

button will make it 

valid.

Set 

StartDate,FinishDate(

,StartDisplayDate ),in 

the order.
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StartDate

After StartDate

■The Start Date is usually the first day of the month on the work schedule.

After StartDisplayDate

The StartDisplayDate

is necessary for 

continuity of the shift 

from last month.

Previous month is 

past data from the 
last month.

We usually constraint only after StartDate.
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StartDate is base

■StartDate is the base for most Day definitions. (Exceptions are Month

Characteristic Dates which consists of absolute dates.) 
■When we move to next month, this method is useful because we need only to 

change the Scheduling Period.
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Predefined Days

■This page is read-only.

■Setting the Scheduling Priod determines PredefinedDays automatically.

■For example, ThisMonth will be within the StartDate between FinishDate, as shown

below. You can check it by clicking ThisMonth.
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Sunday Definition

Clicking the Sun will show you the calendar below.
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National Holidays

■Clicking the NationalHolidays will show countries as below.

■Select your country, and Click on NatinalHolidays or 

SubstituteHolidays again to show the dates. 
■Save the project for memory.
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Month Characteristic Days

■On this page, you can set the days in the year after the StartDate, which are 

absolute dates, so unaffected by changes in the Scheduling Period.

1.Entry the User Defined Name

2.Select the dates, pressing Ctrl-key

3.Click on Set
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Day Aggregates

■This page allows you to set up different sets of days of the week using the 

previously defined day names.

■Various sets are already defined by default.

■For example, if you click on a WeekDay, you will get the result  displayed on the 

calendar.
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WeekEnds

■Likewise, you can see that WeekEnds are the set of Saturday or Sunday.

■You can edit any definition here as you like.
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ConsultationDay

The ConsultationDay equals to  Boolean NOT of Day_on_Closed, which is OR 

of WeekEnds or NationalHolidays , defined in Month Characteristic Dates or 

Predefined Days.
■You can edit them as you like.
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Any Set of  Day can be created by set operation

■When you click on a Operator, you can select from a variety of operators. The most 

commonly used are OR, NOT, and AND.

■You can confirm 

how each operator 

works by the 

calendar right.
■Clicking on Day

Aggregate Name

shows yellow mark

on the calendar.

■You can synthesize any dates by using the dates previously described. 

■In this way, you can create your own arbitrary set of days.
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Shift Definition

■Please reduce the number of shifts as much as possible, usually to a few or 

less. (This will affect the solution time and memory requirement.）

■We will use Alias to make it easier to see when entering the schedule, 

although there is no distinction regarding constraints.

■If you do not want to assign the shift automatically, uncheck Automatic 

Shift. In this case, you need to assign the shift manually.
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Alias

■To add an alias, right-click to bring up the menu and add a column in the following 

fig.
■There is no limit to the number of alias names, and there is no impact on 

performance.
■Don't forget to select a checkbox and click the Set button when you've done 

editing.
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Time, Counts in Shift Definition

■Define Work Hours if you want to use time constraints. If you're not using time 

constraints, you don't need to define them. 
■The Counts need to be defined if you are counting integers for row constraints. 

For more information, see Row Constraints.
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Shift Aggregate

Settings → Shift Definition → Shift Aggregate.

Click the Set button to update the Entry palette in Schedules.
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Not Operator sometimes makes it simpler

■For example, the shift aggregate of "Working"  requires OR for many 

elements, such as Day Shift, Early Shift, Late Shift, Night Shift, and so on. 

However, "Working" can be written as Not Off using the NOT operator, 

which is much simpler than many OR elements. In that case, we recommend 
using Not Off.
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Shifts per Staff member

■Settings →Staff definitions→Shifts per Staff

■When you set up a new shift, all staff will have a checked state on it.

■Don't forget to click the set button when you've done setting it up.
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Using Shift Aggregates 

■By making full use of shift aggregates, you can enter various shifts that he/she 

wants to take for that day while keeping the solution space as large as possible.
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Summary of three elements in constraints

■We have looked at how to specify them.

Day Set

Shift Set

Staff Set

Constraint

Settings
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Task Type Work Schedule

The task-based work schedule further requires an understanding of the concepts 

of tasks and phases.
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What is task?

Day Shift

Internal medicine

Surgery

Night Shift Late Shift

Emergency

■Shift: Shifts were called for Day Shift, Night Shift, Late Shift, Early Shift, so 

they are mainly a term for the horizontal direction.

Shift

Task

■Task: On the other hand, a task is a vertical concept, such as surgery or 

internal medicine, performed within a shift.

Internal medicine

Surgery

Emergency

Internal medicine

Surgery

Emergency
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We may have tasks within a shift

■ Think about one support nurse. We have multiple tasks within a shift.

■ Note we have a time-term for each task.

Day Shift

Internal medicine

Surgery

ER

Shift

Task
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What is phase?

Phase phase0 phase1 phase2

■We will call each task period a phase in the tutorial.
■The number of phases is the sum of them per day.

Day Shift

Internal medicine

Surgery

ER

Shift

Task
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Basic relations shift task phase

Day Shift Night Shift Late Shift

■Active shift  definition: A Nurse can only work one shift per day. 

■Active shift is at most one AND at least one per day.

(Note: we must always define Off Shift to address the rule above.)
■ Only Active shift can have active tasks. Inactive shift makes any tasks inactive state.

■Active task is at most one per phase.

Shift

Task

InActive Active                            InActive

Internal 

Medicine

Surgery

ER
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Binding a Shift to phases

■Phase requires at least one shift to be defined. 

■For example, the ph0 phase satisfies this condition since the Work and PH1 shifts 

are defined.
■In principle, you must define a shift (Off in this example), which does not include a 

phase at all.
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Binding a Shift to inconsecutive phases

■The phases do not have to be consecutive, as in the PH1 shift below.

■1shift -1 phase is also no problem.



Task

■Settings→Task Definitions →Task Definition

■In the example below;

■We have at most 4 tasks per each phase.

■It depends on the person in the table, Tasks per person. 

■Do not check the optional checkboxes.   



Task Aggregates

■Settings→Task Definitions →Task Aggregates

■In the example below;

■We have Task1_2 and Task1_2_3 as task aggregates.

■You can use those labels as shown in the fig. below. 



Tasks per Staff

■Settings→Staff Definitions →Tasks per Person

■This table is essential as a skill reference.

■Don’t forget to click Set when you’ve done editing.



NoTaskVar

■NoTaskVar is special task variable, used in special condition.
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Phase Object

■Phase object ties a specific Phase to a particular task.

■Phase objects are optional, most users can ignore this function.

■A phase object consists of a phase variable and a set of phase variables.

■A phase object can be treated in the same way as a shift in most cases.
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Phase variable

■A phase variable is a reference to set of a task or task aggregate in a

day. It can be used like a shift.
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Phase Vars Set

■A Phase Vars Set set is an OR of phase variables. It is like the relationship between a 

shift and a shift aggregate, but a Phase Vars Set can also have a shift as an element.
■The Phase Vars Set has limitations in integer counting and time constraints.

(1) Inverting counting is not supported.

(2) The elements must be in an exclusive set. 
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Constraints

■Constraints are classified as below.

■You won't need to use the advanced features of the Python language constraints for 

most situations.

Row Constraint

Column Constraint

Schedule

Pair Constraint

Extended Function

Python Language

Constraint
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Relationship to set definitions

■No matter which constraint you choose, you will need to specify the Day set, the 

Shift set, and the Staff set.
■In addition to this, the task set and (phase object) must be described in the task-

based work schedule.
■Only if the GUI cannot describe a description will we use Python language 

constraints.

Day Set

Shift Set

Staff Set

Task Set

Phase Object

Row Constraint

Column Constraint

Schedule

Pair Constraint

Extended Function

Python Language

Constraint
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Direction on Constraints

Column 

constraints

Row constraints

■Row constraints are on the horizontal directional rule per each staff. 

■Column constraints are on the vertical directional rule per each day.

■In Task-based constraints, column constraints are on the vertical directional rule 

per each phase.
■Pair constraints are on a staff pair, which is a vertical directional rule per each day 

or phase.



Row Constraints Summary

There are four types of constraints on row constraints, as shown below.
■Prohibit_Pattern Describe one or more patterns.

■Max_Min_Pattern Specifies the maximum and a minimum number of patterns. 

Either maximum or minimum, or both, must be listed. Describe one or more patterns.
■Integer_Count Count shift or phase_object. 

■Max_Min_Time Count time value. Specifies the max/min of it. 



Descriptions required for row constraints

■Checkmark If not selected, the constraint will be ignored.

■Set You need to click on the Set button to reflect the changes.

■ You must enter Row Constraint Name, Day Type, Group Type, Constraint Type. If 

you enter any of 1 to 7 in the soft level, it becomes a soft constraint, and if not, it is a 

hardware constraint.



First/Last pattern daytype

If the first/last day pattern is not empty, the following condition will add to the 

constraint. 

■The constraint will be active only if the first pattern of the day matches the day type.

■The constraint will be active only if the last pattern of the day matches the day type.
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Row Time Constraint

Select Max-Min_hours .

■Only one pattern is allowed. Multiple patterns are not allowed.

■Either maximum or minimum, or both, must be listed.  

■No invert checkmark is permitted.

■No soft level is supported. 
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Row Integer Count Constraint

■Specifies the max/min of the counts. 

■Either maximum or minimum, or both, must be listed. 

■Only one pattern is allowed. Multiple patterns are not allowed.

■No invert checkmark is permitted.

■Soft Level is supported, unlike Time constraint.

■The counting objects are count field of shifts or phase_object.

■If the counting objects are aggregate type, the set must be exclusive.
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Row constraint Vectorized max/min

■When you want to change the Max/Min value for each staff member, you can use 

the following method.
■We can apply vectorized max/min values only for the group's attribute items 

described by only positive integers. Blank spaces are allowed. In that case, the staff 

will have no constraint.
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New page for phase constraint group

■This is the page for describing the constraints for the tasks in each phase in row 

constraints.
■Right Click on the blue part→Insert Phase Page

Right click on the blue part to bring up the menu page.
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Row phase constraint

■The phase pattern is in the order of the phase name as defined in the phase definition.

■The Pallet is tasks or task sets.

■The sample below prohibits Late-Early sequence of  Task1.
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Group Management

■We can color the tabs of the constraints or change the order.

Right click on the blue part to bring up the menu page.
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Usage of Macro

If you want to define the same constant in multiple places, it is useful to define macros.

This makes it easy to perform monthly maintenance, as long as you only need to set up 

the period and change the value of the macro.



Column Constraints

There are five types of column constraints, as shown in the figure below.
■Prohibit_Shift Prohibit the Shift.

■Max_Min_Staffs Specifies the maximum and minimum number of staff to be 

assigned.
■Force_Shift Force the shift,inverse of Prohibit_Shift.

■Max-Min_Hours Time Constraint

■Soft_Staffs_Max_Min Extended function of Max_Min_Staffs.

■CheckBox Selecting the checkbox will make the constraint enabled.

■Set You need to click on the Set button to reflect the changes.

■ You must enter Column Constraint Name, Day Type, Group Type,Shift Type, and 

Constraint Type.
■ If you enter any of 1 to 7 in the soft level, it becomes a soft constraint, and if not, 

it is a hardware constraint.
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Column Time Constraint

■Select Max-Min Hours.

■Either maximum or minimum, or both, must be listed.  

■No soft level is supported. 
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Column Soft Staffs Max-Min

■It is a extended function of Max-Min Staffs.

■You can set the soft level for the Max and the Min individually.

■You should check both levels on the solution page;

otherwise, the behavior is undefined.
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Column Task Constraint

■This page is for describing constraints on tasks per phase in the column constraints.

Right click on the blue part to bring up the menu page.
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Column Vectorized max-min

■Refer to Specifying Max/Min Tasks in Column Constraint.



Entering Schedule

Then select the pallet to enter it. (In the image below)

Make it blank
Select a cell by 

clicking on the 

point where you 

want to enter the 

data.



Undo

■Click on Undo.



Redo

■The current input is cancelled. If you want to undo the undo, 

click Redo button.



Multiple Entering

■You can enter multiple cells at once.

Click on 1



Locked state

■Yellow marking reflects the cell is locked.



Copy to Excel

■After Selecting it, right-click on it and click on Copy as Text.

Use this between
Schedule NurseⅢ.



A staff to appear at the top while I'm typing

■Please make the scroll bar appear and move the staff after you complete the 

window smaller.



Entering Task Schedule

■The window of Task Schedule will appear as well Shift Schedule after clicking 

here when you define more than one phase.
■Click Window Settings→Cascade in the window to make it visible when you 

can not see it.
■The palette is lined with labels for tasks and task aggregate.



Specifying Max/Min Tasks in Column Constraint

■Below is a TaskProjects/task_import_with_skills.nurse3.

■This table that defines the maximum and minimum.

■The upper row corresponds to max and the lower row to min.



Task Max/Min in Schedule

■If you change only the maximum and minimum values without changing the task 

names and attributes, you do not need to maintain the column constraints.
■However, if you change the task name or attribute name, you need to maintain the 

corresponding column constraints (delete or change the constraints).



Pair Prohibition Constraint

■There are two types of constraint types: pair prohibition and if A, then 

B.(Implication) 

■Pair prohibition logic would look like as follows ,if we use C-language style.

assert(! (function(A) & function(B)));//where the function is OR/AND

■This constraints Staff A and Staff B must not work together on NightShift.



Pair Implication Constraint

■The implication is the constraint that If A, then B. 

■The logic would look like as follows ,if we use C-language style.

assert(! function(A) | function(B));
■If we would like to A==B, we need to use it in both directions.

■We strongly recommend using a soft constraint for  preceptor-preceptee 

because it narrows the solution space significantly.



Excel Operation

There are two features: importing an Excel sheet into this software and exporting 

this software to an Excel sheet.



Excel Import

■There are mandatory sheets and optional sheets in the following table. Keep also the 

order of the sheets.

Example Name Page Type Mandatory/Option

SchedulingPeriod SchedulingPeriod mandatory

StaffProperty StaffProperty mandatory

StaffSchedule StaffSchedule Option

ProcessRequirement ProcessRequirement Option

TaskSkills StaffTaskProperty Option



Set Excel imported file name

■ Windows Setting → Excel Import Export Setting

■ Excel Import → File Path

■ Set file name to open.



SchedulingPeriod

■Scheduling Period and Month Characteristic Dates can be imported as follows.



StaffProperty

■Staff definitions also can be imported.



StaffSchedule

■The label characters must be exactly the same as that in the project file.
■See the table below for font colors and soft-level correspondence.

Color Level

Black Hard

Blue 6

Green 4

Orange 1



ProcessRequirement

■Load the project TaskProjects/task_import_with_skills as a sample.
■Importing ProcessRequirement generates a number of internal tables.
■Phase definitions, shift definitions, task definitions, column groups , and the task 
schedules are newly generated.
■The next page is the screen importing task_phase2_with_many_skills.xlsx.



task_phase2_with_many_skills.xlsx imported



StaffTaskProperty
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■StaffTaskProerty address to Tasks per Person and Task Definition



Excel Export Sample

■ Load excel_sample/Excel_import_export.nurse3



Set Exported Excel file name

■ Windows Setting → Excel Import Export Setting

■ Excel Export → File Path

■ Set file name to save.



Export to Excel

■Click on Set to set the file path to the project in memory. 

■Be sure to output the solution form (example below) before pressing the output 

button.
■Click on Output to save it as excel file. (In this example, sheet name “output” is the 

exported sheet.
■To remember the settings above, please save the project file.



Notes on Excel Export

■The Excel export file is as it is on the solution screen.

■Excel Auto Filter on the sheet is as it is on the solution screen selected.

■It is necessary to close the Excel file when outputting to Excel.

■You can also export from the solution screen by right-clicking on the menu.



Excel User Formatted Export

■ See excel sheet named “output” on “Excel_import_sample.xlsx.

■Note the sheet has a user-defined format.

■According to the format, GUI performs Excel write operation.

■In other words, you must specify those formats.

■A straightforward approach is to copy the Scheduling format as output format.

■You can add the name of the row constraint if you like in the yellow line.



Notes on Excel User Formatted Export

■In phase mode, only Shift names are output. Options are;
■Staff 
Specify Item Name.
■Monochrome 
Use when you do not want a color background label.
■BlankedLabel
Use when you do not want a specific label. (In this example, GUI omitted D.)
■MarkScheduledInputs
Use when you want to indicate the hard-schedule in red font.



Move to Next Month

■ Refer to Shift Tutorial.

https://www.nurse-scheduling-software.com/tutorial/schedule_nurse3/shift_tutorial/schedule_nurse3_shift_tutorial_en.html


When you can't see the columns of the window?

Do Reset Windows Settings.



When the window is hidden?

Click on any of them in the Window Settings.
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Random Schedule Generation

Right Click➡Click on Generate Random Schedule
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Days Selection on Random Schedule Generation

The choice comes out. The choices are from the top to the fourth of the Day Aggregates.
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Intentionally blanked


